Simulation of the M13 life cycle II: Investigation of the control mechanisms of M13 infection and establishment of the carrier state.
Bacteriophage M13 is a true parasite of bacteria, able to co-opt the infected cell and control the production of progeny across many cellular generations. Here, our genetically-structured simulation of M13 is applied to quantitatively dissect the interplay between the host cellular environment and the controlling interactions governing the phage life cycle during the initial establishment of infection and across multiple cell generations. Multiple simulations suggest that phage-encoded feedback interactions constrain the utilization of host DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase and ribosomes. The simulation reveals the importance of p5 translational attenuation in controlling the production of phage double-stranded DNA and suggests an underappreciated role for p5 translational self-attenuation in resource allocation. The control elements active in a single generation are sufficient to reproduce the experimentally-observed multigenerational curing of the phage infection. Understanding the subtleties of regulation will be important for maximally exploiting M13 particles as scaffolds for nanoscale devices.